Nanotube nucleation versus carbon-catalyst adhesion—Probed by molecular dynamics simulations
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Catalytic nucleation of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) remains a challenge for the theory: Which factors and forces decide if the gathering sp2-network of atoms will adhere to the catalyst particle and fully cover it or the graphitic cap will liberate itself to extend into a hollow filament? This intimate mechanism cannot be seen in experiment, yet it can be investigated through comprehensive molecular dynamics. We systematically vary the adhesion strength (Wad) of the graphitic cap to the catalyst and temperature T (and C diffusion rate). Observations allow us to build a statistically representative map of CNT nucleation and define the conditions for growth or metal encapsulation in a fullerene-shell (catalyst poisoning). It shows clearly that weak Wad, sufficient thermal kinetic energy (high T) or fast C diffusion favor the CNT nucleation. In particular, below 600 K carbon-diffusion on the catalyst surface limits the growth, but at higher T it fully depends on cap lift-off. Informed choice of parameters allowed us to obtain the longest simulated nanotube structures. The study reveals a means of designing the catalyst for better CNT synthesis, potentially at desirably low temperatures. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3266947]

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite key experimental advances to produce longer carbon nanotubes (CNTs)1,2 with more uniform diameter distribution3–6 and at lower temperatures,7–10 the mechanism of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) growth at the atomic level is far from being completely understood. We still do not know how to fully control SWNT growth or even if such control can be achieved. Meanwhile, complete utilization of SWNT remarkable electronic properties awaits this scientific and technological achievement.

Experimentally, transmission electron microscopy in situ observations allow one to see the nucleation and growth of SWNT in some detail.11–13 However, processes such as feedstock decomposition on catalyst surface, C diffusion on or through the catalyst and C incorporation into the SWNT wall cannot be seen directly. Fortunately, these details, which are key parts of the SWNT growth mechanism, can be explored using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.14–16 Recently developed dislocation theory of nanotube growth17 transforms the principles of crystal step-flow to the lower-dimension of a tube edge; it enables quantitative predictions of growth rate of individual SWNT, yet does not address at all the complementary and important stages of nucleation.

The cap lift-off versus catalyst encapsulation is the “to be or not” question in the SWNT formation and has been studied extensively by theoretical methods, including ab initio methods,18–20 tight-binding MD (TBMD)21,22 or tight-binding Monte Carlo23,24 simulations, and classical MD simulations.14–16,25 Ab initio based MD is the most time consuming method and is only able to simulate small carbon-metal systems for a few picoseconds.18–20 TBMD is an intermediary expensive method; it is hundreds of times faster than ab initio DFT based MD and can be used to simulate CNT growth in a reasonable time period (e.g., 100 ps).21,22 Classical MD simulations are two and three orders of magnitude faster than TBMD and therefore can be applied to large systems (up to 1000 atoms) and perform very long trajectories of up to 100 ns.10,16

In the often referred to phenomenological vapor-liquid-solid model, a complete CNT growth process is divided into three successive stages: Cap nucleation, cap lift-off as a short SWNT, and SWNT lengthening.12,26–28 Detrimental to growth, catalyst encapsulation prevents feedstock from accessing the catalyst, a phenomenon known as catalyst poisoning, hindering cap lift-off and growth. Thus avoiding catalyst encapsulation during both nucleation and growth stages is critical for SWNT growth. Here we report an exhaustive theoretical study aimed to elucidate the role of work of adhesion (Wad) between graphitic cap and catalyst, temperature, and C diffusion in catalyst encapsulation (or poisoning) at the nucleation stage. Statistics over more than 500 MD simulations clearly show that the work of adhesion controls the high temperature region, in which the C mobility is sufficiently high, while slow C diffusion may result in an encapsulated catalyst at low temperature. Also our analysis suggests that room temperature growth of CNT is possible if the work of adhesion could be significantly reduced through careful selection of the catalyst.
B. Thermal decohesion model

A strong argument against the above mechanistic energy model was that the thermal fluctuations must play a role (and even thermodynamic theory is not fully applicable because the kinetics must be considered in the nonequilibrium process of CNT growth). To augment the lack of thermal fluctuations in the curvature energy model, it has been suggested that for a SWNT to grow, it needs thermal kinetic energy sufficient to overcome the work of adhesion between graphene and catalyst. To permit the cap lift-off on a catalyst surface during SWNT nucleation stage, a proposed criterion is

$$E_{\text{kin}} > W_{\text{ad}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E_{\text{kin}} = k_B T$ is the kinetic energy of a carbon atom on the graphitic cap ($k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant). Such a model was used to estimate the diameter distribution of the SWNT growth in laser ablation or arc discharge experiments. In sharp contrast to the curvature energy model, this model shows that the cap lifting-off is independent of the catalyst diameter but strongly dependent on the SWNT growth temperature [Fig. 1(b)].

C. Requirement of fast C diffusion

Recent MD simulations clearly show that sufficiently rapid C diffusion is required to avoid the catalyst encapsulation. During SWNT growth, all deposited carbon atoms, which may arrive at the catalyst surface randomly due to feedstock decomposition, must incorporate into the SWNT wall through the SWNT-catalyst contact circle. Thus, if the C mobility is not sufficient, the slowly moving C atoms may nucleate into graphitic islands or caps around the catalyst surface and eventually encapsulate the whole catalyst. This encapsulation due to lack of C mobility means that there is a threshold temperature $T_{\text{th}}$, which depends on the C deposition rate, and below which the catalyst encapsulation is inevitable. MD simulations also show that temperatures above $T_{\text{th}}$ are required for the growth energy to overcome the work of adhesion [Fig. 1(c)]

$$T > T_{\text{th}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

All three diagrams in Fig. 1 are distinct and even seem to disagree, which is not surprising because the corresponding models emphasize different factors. The curvature energy model is temperature independent, whereas the thermal decohesion model shows a $W_{\text{ad}}$ on the encapsulation-CNT boundary as proportional to $T$. Experimentally, although SWNT growth dependence on temperature was well studied, it is not possible to identify precisely the role of kinetic energy or the work of adhesion on it.

Here we study the catalyst encapsulation as a function of $W_{\text{ad}}$, temperature, and consequently the C diffusion rate, by classical MD simulations. Compared with the ab initio method or tight-binding approximation based MD, the potential energy surface (PES) of classical MD simulation is considered less accurate, although it permits to run trajectories many orders of magnitude longer. Availability of long enough simulation time is critical to reasonably simulate
SWNT growth process. Another advantage of the classical PES is that all the parameters are adjustable, which allows us to gain insight into the role of a specific parameter. For example, recently Ding et al.\textsuperscript{33} studied how a catalyst would maintain an open end of a growing SWNT by varying the bond strength between the open end and the catalyst.

**III. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS**

In this study, we use a classical PES in order to run a sufficient number of long time MD trajectories that provide statistical results. The PES used in our simulations was based on a potential (developed at Texas A&M University) which was previously successfully used to simulate the catalytic growth of SWNT.\textsuperscript{15,34} A detailed description is available in Ref. 35. For this study, an important characteristic of this potential is the possibility to vary the interaction forces between sp\textsuperscript{2} hybrid C and the metal cluster. We use this particular characteristic to gradually tune the work of adhesion between graphene and metal cluster (0.0 to \textasciitilde 0.3 eV/C). For details of varying the work of adhesion, see supporting materials I.\textsuperscript{36} In this way, we are able to study the role of W\textsubscript{ad} in the nucleation of SWNT by classical MD simulation.

For each simulation, a M\textsubscript{32} cluster (Fig. 2, A1) is positioned in a periodic box (size 6\times6\times6 nm\textsuperscript{3}). In resemblance with the early stages of CNT growth, where carbon atoms dissolve into a catalyst and then precipitate on its surface before nucleation,\textsuperscript{16,37,38} the PES considers a metal-carbon distance (calculated by DFT during its development\textsuperscript{35}). Once an “uncatalyzed” C atom is close enough to a catalyst atom (metal-carbon distance less than 0.18 nm), it is “catalyzed” into a normal C atom (i.e., its stronger interaction with metal is switched on), mimicking carbon feedstock decomposition in CVD CNT growth. Atomic interactions (C–C, C–Ni, and Ni–Ni) are calculated with an earlier developed potential.\textsuperscript{35} The choice of relatively small metal particles allows us to completely simulate a trajectory in a reasonable computational time using only one CPU; a few days for most of the simulations (the longest tube showed later in Fig. 5 was completed in about a month). In this way we are able to carry out the several hundreds of trajectories that are part of this study. Although encapsulation may occur at different conditions, as a combination of temperature and work of adhesion between the graphitic structure and the catalyst, we expect a similar dependence for catalyst particles of different sizes.

To study the competition of tubular structure versus encapsulated catalyst as a function of temperature and W\textsubscript{ad}, we perform MD simulations for a temperature range between 200 and 1400 K, at 200 K increments. For each temperature we vary W\textsubscript{ad} from 0 to 0.3 eV/C. In order to obtain more representative and convincing results, five runs are performed for each T and level of W\textsubscript{ad}. In total, more than 500 MD simulations were carried out for this study. The Verlet algorithm\textsuperscript{39,40} is used to integrate the equations of motion at a small time step of 0.5 fs.

**IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 2 (A1–A7) depicts a SWNT growth starting from a pure M\textsubscript{32} cluster at 1000 K and with W\textsubscript{ad}=0.04 eV/C. The SWNT growth process is generally close to that shown in previous publications of Ding et al.\textsuperscript{16,37,38} At early stages carbon atoms dissolve into a catalyst (A1 \rightarrow A2) and then
precipitate to the catalyst surface (A2) to nucleate into carbon chains and polygons (A3). Eventually a carbon island or carbon cap is formed (A4). A key step toward a SWNT formation is the lift-off of the graphitic cap from the catalyst surface (A4, A5). The SWNT grows longer and longer (A5 → A6 → A7) in a repeatable manner. The resulting SWNT has roughly the same diameter as the catalyst particle (~1 nm), as often observed experimentally.\textsuperscript{6,41,42} Unfortunately, as in previously simulated nanotubes, there is a number of defects (pentagons and heptagons) which frequently appear on the tube wall in such a way that we are not able to assign it a pair of (n,m) chiral indexes.\textsuperscript{14,16,18,21,22} Note that this may be a consequence of the limited simulation time when compared to real experiments. The initial nucleation stage of the simulation with a large $W_{ad}$ (~0.2 eV/C), Fig. 2 (B1–B4), is almost exactly the same as shown above, Fig. 2 (A1–A4), but here the cap lift-off does not occur. Instead, the graphitic cap grows larger and larger until it covers the whole surface of the catalyst (Fig. 2, B4 → B5 → B6 → B7). It is important to note that the catalyst surface that is not covered with a graphitic cap is almost totally free of C atoms, a result that is explained as a consequence of the reduction of dissolved carbon concentration and fast carbon diffusion.\textsuperscript{25,38} Figure 2(c) shows another simulation at temperature of 200 K and with lower $W_{ad}$ ~ 0.04 eV/C. Although the early nucleation stage (C atoms dissolved in the catalyst) resembles the simulations performed at high temperature, they differ significantly, as is shown below. Because of the low temperature, C diffusion is extremely slow and most of the catalyzed C atoms just stay on the initial position and a catalyzed C atom can interact only with those around it. As a consequence, C chains and small islands may form everywhere around the catalyst surface (C3, C4). Additional catalyzed carbon atoms connect these islands to form a low quality C network around the catalyst surface (C5, C6). This network becomes a full encapsulated graphene layer around the catalyst after its holes are repaired (C6 → C7). The difference in encapsulation processes at low and high temperature clearly shows an important role of C diffusion for SWNT growth.

A strong correlation between catalyst encapsulation and $W_{ad}$ is clearly depicted. Figure 3 shows the simulation results at 1000 K and supporting materials II (Ref. 36) includes simulations at other temperatures. At lesser values of work of adhesion ($W_{ad}$ < 130 meV/C), SWNT formation appears in all MD simulations. However, catalyst encapsulation starts to happen at intermediate levels of work of adhesion (130 < $W_{ad}$ < 170 meV/C), to finally become inevitable at higher work of adhesion values ($W_{ad}$ > 170 meV/C). Roughly, the transition from SWNT to catalyst encapsulation occurs at $W_{ad}$ ~ 150 meV/C or ~1.7 $k_B$T, which is qualitatively in agreement with the thermal decohesion model [Eq. (2)]. Comparing the same simulation results to the curvature energy model, we observe that curvature energy for the SWNT is $E_{c,SWNT}(D) = C / D^2$, $C = 0.08$ (eV nm$^2$/atom), whereas it doubles for the fullerene-like encapsulated catalyst, $E_{c,fully}(D) = 2E_{c,SWNT}(D)$. Since the diameter of the catalyst is ~1 nm, the curvature energy difference between a fullerene-like encapsulated catalyst and a SWNT is about $\Delta E_c = 80$ meV/C, which seems to be only half of the critical work of adhesion according to the curvature energy model. However, considering the high simulation temperature and the low structural quality of the SWNTs, this disagreement is still in the range of error.

Additionally, all MD simulations that we have performed, at different temperatures and levels of $W_{ad}$ values (shown in Fig. 3 and in the supporting materials),\textsuperscript{36} exhibit similar dependence on the work of adhesion [Fig. 4(a)] and strongly support the idea that the work of adhesion controls the catalyst encapsulation. Statistical plots of these numerical experiments are presented as a diagram of SWNT formation versus catalyst encapsulation [Fig. 4(b)] that clearly shows two distinct regions. At higher temperatures, $W_{ad}$ linearly depends on temperature. This dependence on temperature means that to lift-off the graphitic cap from the catalyst surface, higher temperatures are required at larger values of work of adhesion. This trend is in agreement with most experimental observations.\textsuperscript{4,29,43} SWNTs require high temperatures for growth, whereas catalysts are encapsulated at lower temperatures. The slope of the threshold temperature is lower than that predicted by the thermal decohesion model, which means that sufficient kinetic energy is not the only cause for graphitic cap lift-off. The change in curvature energy, formation energy of the required pentagons, and edge tension around the cap should also be carefully considered. These considerations were partially included in the model proposed by Kuznetsov et al.\textsuperscript{44} but a more detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.

Catalyst encapsulation dependence is very different at

![Figure 3. SWNT growth and catalyst encapsulation are strongly dependent on work of adhesion. Here an example at T=1000 K including all five simulations, repeated for each value of W_ad (Thin line separates the incidents of encapsulation from those with lift-off.)](image)
The lowest SWNT growth temperature was reduced below 1000 °C until being recently reported as 350 °C. Experimentally, it was shown that low SWNT growth temperature is limited by the feedstock decomposition, thus being sensitively dependent on the type of carbon feedstock. From the point of view of graphitic cap lift-off, we understand that the lowest SWNT growth temperature must be associated with work of adhesion and diffusion of catalyzed C atoms. Ideally, as shown in Fig. 4, one can find the lowest SWNT growth temperature for a given catalyst with known constant work of adhesion. The measurement and calculation of W_{ad} is still a big challenge and the accuracy of the present data is very low. The Ni-C interaction energy in a nanotube was estimated to be between 10 and 1000 meV. Even the data obtained from state of the art ab initio calculation are widely distributed within a large range (Table I, calculation methods described in the supporting materials). Thus, we could not apply such analysis to obtain the lowest SWNT growth lift-off temperature of a given catalyst (e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, Au, and Cu). However, we expect it to be obtained in the future, based on the information contained in Fig. 4, through more accurate measurement or calculation of W_{ad}.

On the other hand, considering the reported lowest SWNT growth temperature on iron (350 °C), we can estimate that the work of adhesion of an iron catalyst must be less than ~120 meV/C. In fact, our calculated results show that SWNT growth near room temperature (e.g., 273 K) is possible at very low level of work of adhesion W_{ad} < 50 meV/C. Of course the presented MD simulations completely neglect the effects of feedstock conversion and catalyst activity, the role of buffer gas and substrate, which should be accounted for prior to real experiments (e.g., Ref. 49) analysis. Feedstock-decomposition and C diffusion may prohibit the overall synthesis at low temperature and should be studied separately in future. Although these aspects remain oversimplified in present simulations, our findings strongly encourage search of catalysts with low W_{ad}(<50 meV/C) and sufficient C diffusion, in order to achieve lower SWNT growth temperatures.

The relationship between W_{ad} and T [Fig. 4(b)], allows us to choose these parameters and obtain, as far as we know, the longest SWNT produced in any MD simulation up to date. At 600 K and W_{ad}=50 meV, we begin at relatively low carbon-gas density (0.02 molecule nm^{-3}), and initially obtain a tube of ~1.2 nm in length (comparable to reported point of carbon materials. Gradually, the lowest SWNT growth temperature on iron (350 °C), we can estimate that the work of adhesion of an iron catalyst must be less than ~120 meV/C. In fact, our calculated results show that SWNT growth near room temperature (e.g., 273 K) is possible at very low level of work of adhesion W_{ad} < 50 meV/C. Of course the presented MD simulations completely neglect the effects of feedstock conversion and catalyst activity, the role of buffer gas and substrate, which should be accounted for prior to real experiments (e.g., Ref. 49) analysis. Feedstock-decomposition and C diffusion may prohibit the overall synthesis at low temperature and should be studied separately in future. Although these aspects remain oversimplified in present simulations, our findings strongly encourage search of catalysts with low W_{ad}(<50 meV/C) and sufficient C diffusion, in order to achieve lower SWNT growth temperatures.

The relationship between W_{ad} and T [Fig. 4(b)], allows us to choose these parameters and obtain, as far as we know, the longest SWNT produced in any MD simulation up to date. At 600 K and W_{ad}=50 meV, we begin at relatively low carbon-gas density (0.02 molecule nm^{-3}), and initially obtain a tube of ~1.2 nm in length (comparable to reported point of carbon materials.28,45,46 Gradually, the lowest SWNT growth temperature was reduced below 1000 °C until being recently reported as 350 °C. Experimentally, it was shown that low SWNT growth temperature is limited by the feedstock decomposition, thus being sensitively dependent on the type of carbon feedstock. From the point of view of graphitic cap lift-off, we understand that the lowest SWNT growth temperature must be associated with work of adhesion and diffusion of catalyzed C atoms. Ideally, as shown in Fig. 4, one can find the lowest SWNT growth temperature for a given catalyst with known constant work of adhesion. The measurement and calculation of W_{ad} is still a big challenge and the accuracy of the present data is very low. The Ni-C interaction energy in a nanotube was estimated to be between 10 and 1000 meV. Even the data obtained from state of the art ab initio calculation are widely distributed within a large range (Table I, calculation methods described in the supporting materials). Thus, we could not apply such analysis to obtain the lowest SWNT growth lift-off temperature of a given catalyst (e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, Au, and Cu). However, we expect it to be obtained in the future, based on the information contained in Fig. 4, through more accurate measurement or calculation of W_{ad}.

On the other hand, considering the reported lowest SWNT growth temperature on iron (350 °C), we can estimate that the work of adhesion of an iron catalyst must be less than ~120 meV/C. In fact, our calculated results show that SWNT growth near room temperature (e.g., 273 K) is possible at very low level of work of adhesion W_{ad} < 50 meV/C. Of course the presented MD simulations completely neglect the effects of feedstock conversion and catalyst activity, the role of buffer gas and substrate, which should be accounted for prior to real experiments (e.g., Ref. 49) analysis. Feedstock-decomposition and C diffusion may prohibit the overall synthesis at low temperature and should be studied separately in future. Although these aspects remain oversimplified in present simulations, our findings strongly encourage search of catalysts with low W_{ad}(<50 meV/C) and sufficient C diffusion, in order to achieve lower SWNT growth temperatures.

The relationship between W_{ad} and T [Fig. 4(b)], allows us to choose these parameters and obtain, as far as we know, the longest SWNT produced in any MD simulation up to date. At 600 K and W_{ad}=50 meV, we begin at relatively low carbon-gas density (0.02 molecule nm^{-3}), and initially obtain a tube of ~1.2 nm in length (comparable to reported

---

**Table I. Ni (111)—graphene binding energy (E_b) and equilibrium distance (d_{eq}) calculated using different pseudopotentials. Details of the ab initio calculations are shown in supporting material III (Ref. 36).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ni (111) stacking</th>
<th>Pseudopotential</th>
<th>E_b (meV)</th>
<th>d_{eq} (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>PAW-PBE</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAW-LDA</td>
<td>290.44</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultrasoft-LDA</td>
<td>196.38</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>PAW-PBE</td>
<td>40.29</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAW-LDA</td>
<td>78.29</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultrasoft-LDA</td>
<td>38.19</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 4.** (a) Statistical plots of the number of tubes (counts 0 to 5) at different levels of W_{ad} from 400 to 1400 K, show two distinct regions. (b) At temperatures higher than 600 K SWNT growth is nearly temperature independent, whereas at lower temperatures (<600 K) it is strongly temperature dependent, as limited C diffusion hinders cap lift-off and growth.
earlier\textsuperscript{15,25}). Moreover, we successfully continue at somewhat higher precursor gas density (0.04 molecule nm\(^{-3}\)), to accelerate the growth. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show the SWNT as long as \(\sim 8.2\) nm and then even \(\sim 13\) nm, without detectable changes in quality (the proportion of hexagons is shown in the inset in Fig. 5). Although the quality requires further improvement, just the fact of steady uninterrupted growth within reasonable simulation times represents a significant step of achieving realistic computational modeling.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the SWNT cap lift-off is a crucial part of CNT growth research. Until now, all three available models had different predictions on what is the driving force behind cap lift-off. Through MD simulations we introduce here a more comprehensive picture composed of two distinct regions: (1) High temperature (>600 K), where catalyst encapsulation depends on work of adhesion and (2) low temperature (<600 K), or strongly temperature dependent, where limited C diffusion hinders cap localization and lift-off for growth. Our simulations also show that SWNT growth is strongly dependent on work of adhesion and C diffusion at very low temperatures (e.g., 273 K). Based on our analysis, it is suggested that experimental low SWNT growth temperatures can be achieved through use of catalysts with low work of adhesion value. This is critically important not only from general process efficiency point of view but especially for possible \textit{in situ} growth for nanoelectronics applications.
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FIG. 5. Choosing the parameters based on Fig. 4, we obtain the longest SWNT, here at 600 K and \(W_{ad}=50\) meV/C, (a) \(\sim 1.2\) nm in length after 10 ns at 0.02 molecule nm\(^{-3}\), (b) \(\sim 8.2\) nm after 20.5 ns, and (c) \(\sim 13\) nm after 27 ns, both [(b) and (c)] at 0.04 molecule nm\(^{-3}\). Inset: Proportion of pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons at different simulation times.
See EPAPS supplementary material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3266947 for details on the methodology used to calculate W_{ad} in the MD trajectories (SM I), all MD simulation results mentioned in this work (SM II), and details on the \textit{ab initio} DFT calculations performed (SM III).


